
 

 

Part 1 Quiz – Introduction to the Constitution 
(Elementary School, 4th and 5th Graders, 9-11 Year Olds) 

 

1) The ____________ makes the rules that _________ we, the people, from the __________or any 

other person taking our ___________ from us. 

2) How many articles are there in the Constitution? 

3) Which branch of government does Article I address?       

4) Which branch of government does Article II address? 

5) Which branch of government does Article III address? 

Name the 5 Clauses Everyone Should Know 

 6)   S____________________    Clause 

 7)   T_______________   L____   Clause 

 8)    I___________________     C___________  Clause 

 9)   N___________________   a____  P ____________  Clause 

 10) G_______________  W______________  Clause 

11) What is the Constitutional reference of the Supremacy Clause?  Article VI, Clause ___ 

12) What is the Constitutional reference of the General Welfare Clause?  Article I, Section __, Clause 1 

13) What is the Constitutional reference of the Necessary & Proper Clause? Article__ , Sec. 8, Clause 18 

14) What is the Constitutional reference of the Interstate Commerce Clause? Article I, Sec. 8, Clause __ 

15) What is the Constitutional reference of Treaty Law? Article ___, Clause 2 

*make sure to study the Bonus Questions pdf as well for additional questions on this topic. 

1) Constitution, protects, government, freedom 2) 7  3) Legislative   4) Executive  5) Judicial  6) Supremacy  7) Treaty Law  8) Interstate Commerce  9) Necessary and Proper  

10) General Welfare  11) 2  12) 8   13) I  14)  3  15) VI 



 

 

 

Part 2 Quiz – The Supremacy Clause 
(Elementary School, 4th and 5th Graders, 9-11 Year Olds) 

 

 
 

1) Define the term “Supreme”:  The ______________ level of power or authority 

2) Define the term “Pursue”: To ___________ 

3) The Supremacy Clause says what 2 things are supreme?   a) The ______________ and  b) The ____ of 

the _______  _________ 

4) The laws of the United States must meet what condition in order to become the supreme law of the 

land?  They must be made to follow the ____________________. 

5) If a skinny boy wants to become a buff man what condition must he meet?  He must _____  ________ 

6) If a federal law wants to become the supreme law of the land, what condition must it meet?  It must 

___________ the Constitution. 

7) Fill in the blanks of the Supremacy Clause:  “This ______________, and the _______ of the United 

__________ which shall be made in ____________thereof … shall be the ___________ law of the 

_________” 

 

*make sure to study the Bonus Questions pdf as well for additional questions on this topic. 

1)  highest   2) follow  3) a) Constitution b) Laws    4) Constitution  5) weights  6) follow  7)  This Constitution, and the laws of the United States which shall be made in 

pursuance thereof, shall be the supreme law of the land. 



 

 

 

Part 3 Quiz – The General Welfare Clause 
(Elementary School, 4th and 5th Graders, 9-11 Year Olds) 

 

1) If a mechanic turns your old car into a nice new Ferrari there are at least two things that are wrong 

with doing so.  Name the two. a) I didn’t ___________ him to do it.  b) I can’t __________ it 

2) Which repairs and services are listed on a contract:  a) those repairs that the car owner wants done, 

or b) those the car owner doesn’t want done? 

3) The General Welfare Clause is based on this idea: “If it’s not ______, you  ____ do it” 

4) The general welfare powers are listed in which article, section and clauses?  Article __, Section __,     

Clauses 2-9 and 17 

5) The common defense powers are listed in which article, section and clauses? Article I, Section 8,  

Clauses ___ - ____? 

6) The 10th amendment says, “The __________ not delegated to the United States by the Constitution    

. . . are reserved to the ____________  respectively, or to the ___________” 

7) Fill in the blanks of the General Welfare Clause: “The ________shall have ________ to … provide for 

the ____________ defense and _____________    ____________” 

 

*make sure to study the Bonus Questions pdf as well for additional questions on this topic. 

1)  a) authorize or ask b) afford or pay for  2) a) those repairs that the car owner wants done   3)  listed; can’t   4)  1, 8   5) 10, 16   6)  powers, states, people    7) The 

Congress shall have power to provide for the common defense and general welfare   



 

 

 

Part 4 Quiz – The Necessary and Proper Clause 
(Elementary School, 4th and 5th Graders, 9-11 Year Olds) 

 

 

1) a) If you authorize your mechanic shop to change out your brake pads – and to only do that one thing 

– is it all right for him to also take off your wheel?  b) Explain. 

2) Is an implied power: a) directly given and listed, or b) indirectly suggested.    

3) What is the rule that should be used to determine whether a law is necessary and proper? A law is 

necessary and proper only if it is needed in order carry out a __________  power ________ in the 

____________________. 

4) The words from the necessary and proper clause, “for carrying into execution the foregoing powers” 

are referring to the _______ that were just ________ in Article __, Section ____ 

5) a) Can the federal government build a mint (the place where money is minted or coined) even though 

the only power they were given was to coin money?  b) Explain. 

6) Why is the necessary and proper clause often called the elastic clause?  It can be __________ to give 

powers not specifically _________ in the ___________________. 

7) Fill in the blanks of the Necessary and Proper Clause:  The __________ shall have __________ to … 

make all ______ which shall be _____________ and _________, for carrying into ___________ the 

foregoing _____________. ” 

 

*make sure to study the Bonus Questions pdf as well for additional questions on this topic. 

1)  a) Yes.  b) In order to change your brake pads  (which you have authorized him to do in the contract) it is necessary and proper to take off your wheel 2)  b) indirectly 

suggested  3)   specific; given (or listed); Constitution   4) powers; listed (or given); I, 8   5)  a) Yes  b) In order for Congress to coin money they have to have a place to coin it. 

A mint is a place to coin money   6) stretched; given (or listed); Constitution  7)  The Congress shall have power to make all laws which shall be necessary and proper for 

carrying into execution the foregoing powers.   



 

 

 

 

Part 5 Quiz – The Interstate Commerce Clause 
(Elementary School, 4th and 5th Graders, 9-11 Year Olds) 

 

1) Interstate means:  _________  states.  Intrastate means __________of a state.   Interpersonal means: 

________  people.  Intrapersonal means:  _________ of a person.   

2) Choose the correct definition for “Regulate”:  a) to make all decisions about  b) to set a standard for.   

3) (True or False) Before the interstate commerce clause, states could choose to put any amount of fees 

on other states.    

4)  Fill in the blanks from a quote by James Monroe regarding the interstate commerce clause:  “A 

power . . . to _______ any [fees] on the trade between the States was the ____  power granted.” 

5) Fill in the blank in the modernized wording of Article I, Section 9, Clause 6: “No trucks or ships that are 

going to or from a state can be ________ to pay  _____ just for being in that state.” 

6) Choose the correct definition for “among the several states”:  a) between the states  b) between the 

states, inside each state, between the people and within each person. 

7) Fill in the blanks of the Interstate Commerce Clause: The __________ shall have power to … 

___________commerce ___________ the several __________” 

 

*make sure to study the Bonus Questions pdf as well for additional questions on this topic. 

1)  between (across); inside; between (across); inside   2) b – to set a standard for  3) True   4)  prevent; only  5) forced; fees   6) a  - between the states   7) The Congress 

shall have power to regulate commerce among the several states.   



 

 

 

Part 6 Quiz – The Treaty Law Clause 
(Elementary School, 4th and 5th Graders, 9-11 Year Olds) 

 

 
1) Define the term “Treaty”:  A formal ____________ between two or more ____________ 

2) a) If a skinny boy wants to become a buff man what condition must he meet?  b) If a treaty wants to 

become the supreme law of the land it must be made under the _____________  of the ____________  

___________? 

3) a) Are all treaties the supreme law of the land?  b) Is a treaty supreme over the Constitution?   

4) In which document is written down what powers are “under the authority of the United States”? 

5) Treaties deal with things that happen _______________ of the United States.  Laws deal with things 

that happen ___________ of the United States. 

6) a) Can a treaty between the United States and the United Nations commit us to declaring war?  b) 
Why or why not? 

 

7) Fill in the blanks from the Treaty Law clause:  “All ___________ made or which shall be made, 

________ the ___________ of the United States, shall be the __________law of the _______” 

 

*make sure to study the Bonus Questions pdf as well for additional questions on this topic. 

1)  agreement; nations  2) a) He must lift weights b) authority; United States   3) a) No  b) No  4) In the Constitution 5) a) outside  b) inside  6) a)  No b) only Congress can 

declare war.  Treaties don’t declare war    7)  All treaties made, or which shall be made, under the authority of the United States, shall be the supreme law of the land 



BONUS QUESTIONS 
Elementary School, 4th and 5th graders, 9-11 year olds 

 

  

On the online course, the following questions will be part of the quizzes 

on each topic. They require a little more thought, understanding, and 

application so they have been put in this document as Bonus Questions. 

There really isn’t a “bonus” aspect to them except that they are extra 

challenging questions. Answering these questions will show that you 

understand the topic at a deeper level. Enjoy!  
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